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Abstract
Target surveillance in a bounded environment has been a growing focus in the past few
years, particularly with recent world events prompting the need for environmental monitoring using automated surveillance. Scenarios exist where the goal is to be able to track
targets within a certain distance and yet maintain a proper distribution of the surveillance
units to provide field coverage. Previous works in this area using mobile robots as the
surveillance units have made assumptions of a global awareness capability provided by a
central controller. Artificial Potential Fields (APFs) have been used in cooperative robots
and swarm research for applications such as threat containment and related formation control without as much focus on the surveillance tasks. This thesis aims to extend the use
of APFs to the concept of Regional Target Surveillance in a distributed algorithm among
cooperative robots, with the utilization of Voronoi cells to aid in coverage control.
This investigation proposes a system to utilize only the necessary number of robots
with local awareness capability. Each of these robots integrates the use of a centroid force
and a target force to provide a balanced coverage and target tracking performance. This is
accomplished by implicitly defining three circular regions of responsibility for each robot,
namely, the full sensing region, the target tracking region, and the centroid calculation
region. The target tracking region is within the full sensing region and encompasses the
centroid calculation region. The centroid calculation region is used to define the Voronoi
cells and thus the centroid of the responsible field of each robot. By adjusting the relative
size of the three regions, the system accomplishes implicit target handoff between robots,
and, in turn, provides an overall balance between regional target tracking and environmental coverage for the surveillance goal. Matlab simulation results show that with a proper
v

balance in the tradeoff between the tracking and coverage performance, the algorithm is
scalable to larger field sizes with a similar robot density, while successfully accomplishing
the surveillance tasks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation and Background

Target surveillance in a bounded environment has been a growing focus in the past few
years, particularly with recent world events which have prompted the need for environmental monitoring. Scenarios exist where areas of automated surveillance are desired without
requiring human interaction and where stationary sensor networks may not be sufficient.
In these cases, the goal is to be able track targets within a certain distance, since specific
details about the targets may be detectable only within that certain distance.
One desire of these applications is for the use of small, low-cost, low-intelligence robots
that may not know the entire bounded area and have a limited sensing range. In many of
the existing algorithms, assumptions include that the robots have a priori knowledge of
the environment, or that a centralized controller is able to provide information about the
environment to the robots.
In some other cases, there is complexity added to handle predictions for areas that the
robots cannot see. In the spirit of providing capabilities for target surveillance for a system
of low-cost, low-intelligence robots, this thesis research focuses on developing an algorithm
which will be capable of making decisions across a distributed environment where each
robot uses its local awareness only, provided by its own sensors, without the requirement
of explicit communication between neighboring robots across the field, so that other more
complex data analysis processes can be performed with the remaining computing power
1

for the target surveillance information.

1.2

Problem Statement

The problem statement of this thesis research is the following: Given a field requiring
surveillance of randomly moving targets, robots with a limited sensing range need to work
cooperatively to maximize the coverage of the field and provide good tracking of the targets.
This thesis work proposes a system to first determine the number of necessary robots
to provide initial coverage, and then with the robots in place, to use an integration of a
centroid force and a robot to target force to provide the coverage and tracking respectively.
The idea of an estimated Voronoi cell for the determination of the potential-weighted
centroids for each robot is introduced. In existing algorithms which utilize Voronoi cells
for coverage control [18, 21], complete Voronoi cells with real boundaries are always used.
With the estimated Voronoi cell concept, the real boundaries are not required in order to
determine the centroid.
The centroidal force provides collision avoidance between neighboring robots and a
distribution of the robots across the field to provide good coverage for target tracking. The
robot to target force provides an attractive force to move the robot to a desired robot to
target distance as well as a repelling force of the robots away from the target to prevent the
robots from colliding into the targets.
The scope of the research does assume two specific limitations with the robots. First,
the total number of robots available is limited. If there is an unlimited number of robots,
it would be possible to saturate the field with a large enough number that each robot’s
responsible region is small enough that a target traveling through any part of the robot’s
target tracking region will be within the desired robot to target distance. This case removes
the need for mobile robots and makes stationary surveillance sufficient. Second, the sensing range of the robots is limited, so that the robots are not aware of the entire field and
correspondingly are not aware of all the targets throughout the field.

2

This puts a requirement on the algorithm’s capabilities for each of the robots to be
able to self-determine enough information about its local environment to react in a way
that provides proper coverage cooperatively with neighboring robots while maximizing the
capability to maintain a desired distance away from targets as they travel across the field.

3

Chapter 2
Related Work
The work involved in this thesis research is motivated by several related areas pertaining to autonomous robots, including cooperative robots, swarms, artificial potential fields
(APFs), and Voronoi regions. The following sections briefly describe each of these areas
of inspiration.

2.1

Cooperative Robots

Cooperative robots, or a group of robots working collaboratively to achieve a common goal,
can be described with distributed or centralized controllers. Centralized controllers involve
a single entity which does the primary processing and decision making to determine where
the next moves should be for each of the robots in the teams, whereas the decentralized approaches distribute the processing and task determination across all of the available robots
[3, 5, 14]. The scope of awareness of each of the collaborative robots can also be classified as local, where the environmental awareness is from sensors on the robot only, or as
global awareness, where each robot has the knowledge of where all of the involved robots
are located, where all of the target positions are known, and likely involves some sort of
communication between the robots across the field. Robots teams may also be formed in
predetermined groups or may also be dynamically formed at runtime based on the current
task.
Cooperative robots have been long investigated for achieving specific ‘simple’ tasks
4

such as target tracking, e.g. with an angular approach to distribute two or more robots behind a moving target [19, 12] or escorting with a group of robots surrounding a target[1], to
more complicated series of coordinated movements and objects such as in robot soccer [8].
Different variations of cooperative teams of autonomous sensor-based robots for observing
multiple moving targets have also been introduced since the mid-1990s [16, 17] and have
morphed into areas such as the modeling of swarms.
This thesis research will extend on these previous works in the field of cooperative
robots as it relates to multiple target tracking and investigate the related fields of swarms,
artificial potential fields, and Voronoi regions, and their direct applications to effective
target surveillance within a field, as well as introducing concepts such as node handoff
which have been used in stationary vision-based surveillance network techniques [11] and
apply them towards mobile cooperative robots.

2.2

Swarms

Swarm intelligence, where collective behavior of relatively simple individuals are studied
in decentralized systems, can be broken down into two popular paradigms, partical swarm
optimization (PSO) and ant colony optimization (ACO) [7]. PSO, the population-based
stochastic optimization technique modeled on the social behaviors of flocking birds, was
first introduced in 1995 by Kennedy and Eberhart in [10] and was initially applied to the
paradigm of artificial neural network weights. With PSO, the particles broadcast their
positions to neighboring particles. With ACO, first introduced by Dorigo in 1991 [6],
the application is in finding the shortest path, inspired by the food foraging behavior of
ant colonies. The artificial ants in ACO build solutions to an optimization problem and
exchange information on their quality with a communication scheme reminiscent of real
ants. More recently, swarms intelligence techniques have expanded and become an area
more heavily applied to various aspects of robot behavior.

5

In the general sense, swarms from the perspective of robot teams are biologicallyinspired behavior for a system of robots, modeled after distributed natural systems such
as ant or bee colonies, flocks of birds, schools of fish, and wolf packs or other collaborative
predatory teams. Since swarms usually deal with a larger group of self-organizing robots,
this typically involves each component limiting its number of neighbors instead of having
knowledge of all components throughout the entire swarm, and it is this local neighborhood
that plays an effect on the movement patterns of each robot in the swarm. Examples of the
modeling of flocking behavior include simulations of swarms heading towards a moving
rendezvous point [20] and deployments of swarms of robots to multiple destinations (dynamic modeling of ant house-hunting) [2].

2.3

Artificial Potential Fields

Artificial potential fields (APFs) are mathematical approximations of potential fields [13],
where robots within a potential field are affected by the forces represented by the APF at
the position of the robot. As designed in Mehendale’s approach for combining quadradic
artificial potential fields representing each robot and threat in [13], a corresponding force
is applied to the robot to move it to where the potential is the lowest. The combination
of APFs in Mehendale’s algorithm was for multi-threat containment. While the focus of
this application was to surround threats, the concept of using a combination of APFs to
determine the resulting robot motion can be extended to the regional target surveillance
goal for this thesis research.
Potential fields were also used to maintain connectivity of multiple networks (to preserve connectivity and provide collision avoidance) in [22]. In this research, connectivity
was captured through the smallest eigenvalue of the projected Laplacian matrix to the space
perpendicular to the Laplacian eigenvector of ones. The robots move in the direction of the
negative gradient. The potential fields were used for scenarios where a network of robots
are created and are able to follow a single leader. This application of using the potential
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fields to maintain connectivity may also be applied with this thesis research to provide coverage across a field, which implies robots within close proximity with neighboring robots.
One of the goals in this thesis research is to minimize the number of forces which need
to be combined in order to avoid creating more local minima cases, as is problematic in
general APF design. This is described in detail by Mehendale in [13] and is shown in
Figure 2.1. By creating an overall single centroid force rather than forces to repel what
could be numerous neighboring robots, this prevents at least those local minima cases from
occurring.
One of the requirements for the APFs is that they must be continuous throughout the
region in which they are applied (as well as their gradients) in order for forces acting upon
the robots to be well defined (discontinuous potential fields will cause discontinuity with
the forces). The benefit of using quadratic APFs (QAPFs), following the format P (x) =
k(x − d)2 , where k is a constant and d is the distance by which P (x) is shifted along
the x-axis, as opposed to other potential functions is that QAPFs are continuous and the
forces they produce are linear. The fact that the resulting forces are linear is a benefit when
applying to very small and low-cost/low-intelligence robots. The issue now is how to apply
QAPFs to provide the coverage aspect of target surveillance across a field.

2.4

Voronoi Tessellations

Literature investigations of approaches to field coverage turned up many swarm robotics
papers that focused on utilizing Voronoi cells to establish coverage over a bounded environment. Given a set of points S on a plane, the Voronoi cell of a site s defines all the
points that are closer to the site than any other site. The collective Voronoi cells for all of
the sites make up a Voronoi tessellation.
The determination of Voronoi cells (in terms of the nearest neighber algorithm) has
been used in other fields for decades, such as in vector quantization and signal compression
[9]. However, the traditional nearest neighbor vector quantizer algorithms are an iterative
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Figure 2.1: Local minima caused by 4 obstacles where the value of the potential can be
greater in the local minima than at the global minimum at (0,0) [13].
process and are not distributed. In these particular cases, all of the neighbors in the entire
area are known and are compared against in the algorithm. Specifically in the field of
robotics, Voronoi tesselations have been used primarily for path planning, but more recently
many research groups have utilized Voronoi tessellations for the application of coverage
control.
For example, Cortes in [4] reviewed locational optimization problems and their centroidal Voronoi partitions. In this research, Cortes presented an adjust-sensing-radius algorithm, based on Lloyd’s algorithm used in quantization theory, for robotic agents with
sensing capabilities to determine the smallest distance for an agent to provide enough data
to compute a Voronoi cell, with the assumption that there are enough neighboring robots
within the sensing range that a complete Voronoi cell may be created with true Voronoi
borders all the way around.
Other groups have utilized this algorithm in their coverage control tasks [18, 21]. Schwager et al. [21] modeled a control strategy inspired by ladybug hunting tactics to achieve
coverage and exploration of an area with a group of networked robots, involving coverage
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forces which direct the robot to its Voronoi region centroid, and perpendicular exploratory
forces to cause the robots to spiral around regions of high sensory interest. However, this
research assumed that there are many fewer robot agents than are needed to cover the entire
environment.
Pimenta et al. in [18] used Voronoi cells with subtasking to provide simultaneous coverage and tracking (SCAT) of moving targets with robot networks. One notable limitation
for SCAT, however, is that all robots are assumed to be able to detect all the targets in the
bounded environmental region, not taking into account the limited sensing range of the
robots. Also, in this particular algorithm, each robot needs to be aware of its own current
location with respect to the full bounded environment in order to apply a density function
(used to concentrate the robots around areas where high coverage is needed).
In this thesis investigation, Voronoi cells will be utilized to determine regions in which
robots are responsible for targets, established with a more distributed manner where knowledge of all of the robots in the entire region is not needed.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
The surveillance problem is characterized by a number of targets that may enter the field at
any time with unknown speed and direction. To approach this target tracking challenge, the
goal in this thesis resesarch is to design an algorithm with a system of cooperative robots to
provide proper coverage of the entire field while maintaining a desirable tracking distance
of a robot from each target. Important requirements for this regional target surveillance
algorithm are the following:
1. The algorithm shall be completely distributed among all of the robots within the field.
2. Only local scope shall be used by each of the robots in the field (global awareness is
not necessary). Wireless communication between the robots shall not be required in
order to accomplish the goals.
3. The robots shall be able to work cooperatively with their neighbors for succeeding in
the target tracking task.

3.1

Regional Target Tracking Components

In order to accomplish these tasks, the algorithm was established with two major features,
one to monitor the local neighborhood for nearby robots, and the other to track targets
across cooperative robots. Each of these features involves several key components (including two forces and three regions, as shown in Figure 3.1). These components, described in
10

more detail later, are the following:
1. Robot to centroid force
(a) To provide coverage across the field
(b) To provide robot to robot collision avoidance
2. Robot to target force
(a) To provide target tracking for surveillance
(b) To provide robot to target collision avoidance
3. Three regions
(a) Full sensing range
(b) Target tracking region
(c) Centroid Calculation region

3.1.1

Monitoring the local neighborhood for nearby robots

The first feature of the algorithm is that each of the robots monitors its local neighborhood
for nearby robots. The extent to which the robots may detect the neighboring robots is
limited by the sensing hardware capabilities. This region is referred to as the full sensing
range of the robot.
The locations of the neighboring robots are used to determine Voronoi cell boundaries.
For this algorithm, the concept of an estimated Voronoi cell is introduced, based on the
adjust-sensing-radius algorithm presented by Cortes in [4], with the difference that if there
are still edges of the sensing disk that were not determined to border a neighbor, the sensing disk size is not increased to try to find the next set of neighboring robots. In Cortes’s
approach, each robot was assumed to have enough neighbors to form a complete Voronoi
cell with real boundaries to neighboring robots. Since the largest distance between a robot
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Figure 3.1: Three regions of interest for each robot: (1) the full sensing range, (2) the target
tracking region, and (3) the centroid calculation region
and its detected neighbor is only up to the full sensing range of the robot, this imposes a
halfway boundary between the two robots at maximum of 50% of this full sensing range.
This maximum boundary location establishes an additional region referred to as the centroid calculation region, within which the weighted centroid of the estimated Voronoi cell
is computed. The estimated Voronoi cell is used in the metrics to determine the amount of
”field coverage” in experimentation.
The largest possible estimated Voronoi cell is the full centroid calculation region, as
shown in Figure 3.2 where the centroid is in the center of the Voronoi cell. However, in
most cases with multiple robots in the bounded field, there are bordering neighbors to the
robot.
A robot to centroid quadratic APF, representing the centroid at the position of lowest potential, is used for two purposes. First, this QAPF is used to calculate a potential-weighted
centroid (simply by using the potential values to affect the importance of points within the
centroid calculation region). Initial testing during the thesis research showed that using a
weighted centroid provides faster convergence towards maximum coverage of the field, as
shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.2: The estimated Voronoi cell where the robot has no detected neighbors.

Figure 3.3: The estimated Voronoi cell with one neighboring robot. The distance between
the robot and the centroid is used to determine the potential used to induce the robot to
centroid force.
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For these cases where there are bordering neighbors to the robot, the centroid calculation region is reduced by the Voronoi cell boundaries to the neighbors, as represented by
Figure 3.3, where the centroid is calculated to be further out, away from the robot’s current
location, towards the section of the region that is not bordered by neighbors. The potential is greatest towards the outer edges of the responsible region, so weighting the centroid
using the APF values shifts the center of mass outward in these cases.

Figure 3.4: Percent coverage of field with a weighted centroid calculation versus a nonweighted centroid calculation.
The second purpose of this QAPF is to induce an attracting-only force on the robot
towards the centroid. The distance between the robot and the centroid is used to determine
(with this QAPF) the potential used to induce the robot to centroid force (as shown in
Figure 3.3). The details on the robot to centroid QAPF are discussed in Section 3.2.
This differs from the original Mehendale approach in [13] which involves multiple
APFs to represent the repelling forces to neighboring robots. The combination of these
multiple forces may cause local minima, as described in Mehendale’s paper. By applying
a single force to the centroid of a responsible region (where the APF’s point of lowest
potential is the centroid location), this prevents the formation of local minima scenarios for
avoidance of multiple obstacles (as opposed to if multiple forces were applied to each of
the neighboring robots separately).
As each of the robots moves towards their centroid locations at any given instant, the
robots are spread out across the field, distributed in a manner to provide proper coverage to
be able to detect targets (rather than clustering in closer proximity to one another). Edges
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of the bounded environment are also considered detectable by the robots, as is represented
in the centroid of one of the neighboring robots traveling along the boundary of the field in
Figure 3.5. Robots outside of this full sensing range (as shown in Figure 3.5) are undetected
and do not impact the estimated Voronoi cell. Only neighboring robots that are detected
within the full sensing range (as limited by the hardware of the robots) will create a border
of the estimated Voronoi cell.

Figure 3.5: Estimated Voronoi cells are determined by starting with the centroid calculation
region and then reducing this region with borders with the neighboring robots and edges of
the bounded environment.
The centroid calculation region is represented in simulation using Matlab as shown in
Figure 3.6 where the lowest potential is the center of the region (when there are no extra
borders affecting the estimated Voronoi cell). The outer ring showing the sensing range of
the robot in this diagram is not actually used in the visualizations of the simulator but is
included to show the complete centroid calculation region with respect to the size of the
full sensing range.
An example of the initial random placement of 9 robots in the simulator (with full sensing range at 10m and centroid calculation region at 5m) is captured in Figure 3.7. The
centroid calculation regions are represented as shown previously in Figure 3.6, with the
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regions reduced by detected bordering neighbors (identified by black lines between bordering neighbors) as well as by edges of the bounded environment to produce the estimated
Voronoi cell. The robots are represented by the dots and the potential-weighted centroids
are represented by the crosshairs within each estimated Voronoi cell.

Figure 3.6: Representation of the centroid calculation region (before adjusting with borders
with the neighboring robots and edges of the bounded environment) in Matlab with respect
to the full sensing range of the robto.

3.1.2

Cooperative robots tracking targets

The second key feature of the algorithm is that as each incoming target travels through the
field, the goal is for one or more robots to track the target within a certain distance between
a robot and the target. This involves a third region introduced by the algorithm, referred
to as the target tracking region. The target tracking region is the area within which each
robot is capable and responsible for following the targets. In the experimentation, the size
of the target tracking region is expressed in terms of a ratio α of the target tracking region
to the centroid calculation region. When α = 1.0, the target tracking region is the same
radius as the centroid calculation region (for example 5m, if the full sensing range is 10m).
When α = 2.0, the target tracking region is the same radius as the full sensing range (of
10m). With α = 1.5, this is a radius for the target tracking region which is halfway between
the centroid calculation region and the full sensing range (7.5m target tracking radius). A
visual representation of alpha can be found in Figure 3.8.
The reason for limiting the extent of the target tracking region to smaller than the full
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Figure 3.7: Example of initial random placement of 9 robots in the bounded environment
in the Matlab simulator. Borders are represented with lines between the robot centroid
calculation regions. Robots are represented with the light-colored dots and the centroids
for each region are represented with crosshairs.

Figure 3.8: The ratio alpha between the radius of the target tracking region and the radius of
the centroid calculation region may vary from 1.0 (where the target tracking region radius
is the same as the centroid calculation region radius) up to 2.0 (where the target tracking
region radius is the same as the full sensing range radius, the maximum value).
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sensing range but larger than the centroid calculation region is to provide a capability of
target ”handoff” between neighbors while still maintaining as high percentage of time as
possible that the distance between the target and the closest robot is within the desired
limits. Also, with the current design, the same robot to target QAPF is used across all
of the different α configurations. As the radius of the target tracking region increases (as
alpha approaches 2.0), the robot to target potential towards the outer edges of the region
also increases, inducing a force that will overpower the centroid force.
On the other hand, if the target tracking region is greater than the centroid calculation
region, this allows potentially more than one robot to be able to track or surveil the target
when the target is moving along or towards the outside edge of the target tracking region.
As shown later in the results from the experimentation with varying the value of α (providing that α > 1.0), this helps to improve the percentage of time that the targets are being
tracked within a certain distance from any given robot. When there is overlap of robots
tracking a target when a ”handoff” occurs, the next robot tracking the target will be able to
successfully surveil within the desired distance more quickly.
A second QAPF is applied to a robot when a target is traveling within the robot’s target
tracking region. This APF, described in Section 3.2, is a combination of both an attacting
QAPF ( to draw in the robot towards the target) and a repelling QAPF (to prevent the robot
from colliding with the target). The actual force induced with this combination of QAPFs
depends on the distance of the robot to the target. In order to avoid the issues with local
minima which arise from the combination of multiple APFs, if there is more than one target,
the closest target is used to determine the robot to target distance in the force calculation.
Targets are still under surveillance by the robot while they are within the robot’s target
tracking region. However, these other targets not specifically accounted for in the force calculation may have a quicker instance of handoff to another robot’s responsible region since
the current robot is not actively operating on a force to that specific target at the moment
to pull the robot to a closer proximity. Figure 3.9 captures the induced robot to target force
when a target is detected within the target tracking region. Similarly, Figure 3.10 illustrates
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how the combination of attracting and repelling forces are used to drive the robot towards
the desired distance between the robot and the target under surveillance.
Within the distance d1 , the robot is repelled from the target. Within the distance d2 ,
the robot is attracted towards the target. The goal distance (where d1 ends and d2 starts)
is really only achieved when the robot does not have a robot to centroid force affecting its
motion. Basically, this is only when the robot has no bordering neighbors or environmental
boundaries so that the estimated Voronoi cell is equal to the full centroid calculation region.

Figure 3.9: Robot tracking target region with a target detected within the target tracking
region, and the induced robot to target force applied to the robot.
This robot to target force is applied in combination with the robot to centroid force to
affect the robot’s movement and accomplish the following:
1. To provide good coverage across the field and move away from neighboring robots.
2. To move towards the targets and position the robot to the desired distance while
preventing collisions with the targets.
Figure 3.11 shows this combination of forces on a robot. As illustrated by this figure, only
up to two forces will affect a robot at any given time.
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Figure 3.10: Distance between robot and target is used with the combined robot to target
QAPF to induce a force on the robot to be attracted towards or repelled from the target.

Figure 3.11: Combined robot to target and robot to centroid forces applied to a robot.
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3.2

APF Details

Two different APFs are factored into the robot motion. The first is a quadratic APF to
determine the centroid of the region and the force that the robot moves toward the calculated
centroid. The second is a combination of two quadratic APFs (with an attracting force to
pull the robot towards the target and a repelling force to prevent the robot from colliding
with the target). This second APF is used to determine the force between the robot and the
target.
The quadratic APFs follow the format P (x) = k(x − d)2 where k is a constant and
d is the distance by which P (x) is shifted along the x-axis. These potential fields induce
forces upon the robots on whose motion they are applied to. By definition, the gradient of
→
−
→
−
the potential P is the force F :
→
−
→
−
F =−5 P
The APFs are designed for this thesis research so that the points of low potential (where
the induced force has a zero magnitude) is the point that the robot is attracted to. The force
is determined by taking the derivative of the potential field (where d, x ≥ 0 and k > 0):
d
d
F (x) = − dx
P (x) = − dx
k(x − d)2 = −2k(x − d)

The direction of the force will be opposite the direction of the gradient. In other words,
if a robot is at a location of the APF where the gradient is negative (e.g. on the side
of a ”valley-shaped” QAPF), the actual force that acts on the robot is positive (towards
the direction of the lowest potential, where the goal location is). As shown in derivative
equation above, the resulting force is linear with a slope of −2k.
Once the potential value is found using the distance from the robot to its goal location
(of lowest potential) and the corresponding force is determined, the force F can be converted to an acceleration a, then to the velocity v and then finally the displacement disp.
For the simulations run for this thesis research, the mass m of the robot is assumed to be
1kg to simplify the force to displacement calculations.
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F = m ∗ a = (1) ∗ a
v = a ∗ δt = F ∗ δt
disp = v ∗ δt = (a ∗ δt) ∗ δt = a ∗ (δt)2 = F ∗ (δt)2
Using the same notation as from Mehendale’s research [13], the general quadratic APF
format can be defined as follows:
drt is the distance from the target that the robot should ideally be.
x is the current distance from the target the robot is.
krt is the constant for the general robot-target QAPF.
krtr is the constant for the repulsive robot-target QAPF.
krta is the constant for the attractive robot-target QAPF.
Prt (x) is the robot-target QAPF in general.
Prtr (x) is the repulsive part of the robot-target QAPF.
Prta (x) is the attractive part of the robot-target QAPF.
Frtr (x) is the induced force from the repulsive part of the QAPF.
Frta (x)is the induced force from the attractive part of the QAPF.

Prta = krta (x − drt )2 , x > drt
Prt =
 P = k (x − d )2 , x <= d , |k | > |k |, k < 0
rtr
rt
rt
rtr
rta
rtr
 rtr
 F = 2k (x − d ), x > d
rta
rta
rt
rt
Frt =
 F = 2k (x − d ), x <= drt
rtr

rtr

rt

The robot to target quadratic APF contains a combination of both an attracting component to draw the robot towards the target, as well as a repelling component to prevent
the robot from colliding with the target. For the configurable parameters of the general
quadratic APF in the experiments, the following values were used:
drt = 0.5m
krtr = −80.0
krta = 11.0
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These values allow the robots to move up to a maximum of about 0.4m/sec due to
this robot to target force (when the maximum possible distance x used to determine the
potential is 10m).
The plot in Figure 3.12 is a representation of this combination of the attracting and
repelling components of the quadratic APF. The corresponding forces are shown in Figure 3.13. As can be seen in this plot, the resulting forces from the quadratic APF are linear.
The result of creating a quadratic APF with a larger magnitude krtr than krta is a greater
repelling force when the robot is closer to the target than the optimal distance than attracting force when the distance to the target is farther than the optimal distance (where the
potential and resulting force applied should be zero). The repelling force needs to be able
to counter the force exerted on the robot to the centroid within the estimated Voronoi cell
to prevent the robot from colliding with the target.

Figure 3.12: The robot-target combination of quadratic APFs, where the point of lowest
potential is at drt = 0.5m
The APF used within the centroid calculation region contains solely the attractive component of the quadratic APF format (the robot may only be attracted to its centroid, not
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Figure 3.13: The resulting forces on a robot to a target.
repelled). Since this is the case, the desired location for the robot is the same location as
the centroid, or drt = 0.0m, where the centroid is at zero potential, and the constant for
the repulsive robot-target (where in this case the target is the centroid) QAPF is krtd = 0.0.
For the experimentation, the constant for the attracting robot-target (centroid) QAPF was
established at:
krta = 24.0
While this value seems very large compared to the robot to target attractive force, it is
important to note that this force is only applied for the centroid calculation region radius,
and is dependent on the robot to centroid distance. In most cases, the robot to centroid
distance does not exceed 3.5 meters, so the potential needs to be high enough to induce
a sufficient force in comparison to the robot to target force. Figure 3.14 illustrates this
attracting QAPF for the centroid calculation.
The 3D representation of the same quadratic APF for within the centroid calculation
region is shown in Figure 3.15. This APF actually serves dual purposes. First, the values of
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Figure 3.14: The QAPF used within the centroid calculation region and used to determine
the attracting force on a robot to move towards its calculated centroid. The full range on
the x-axis from 0 to the maximum value (in this case at x = 5.0m), represents the centroid
calculation region. The lowest potential in this case is for the robot to be at the centroid
(drt = 0.0m).
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the APF are used for the actual centroid calculation, basically using a potential-weighted
average method. A neighborless robot will essentially have a centroid at the center of the
centroid calculation region. A neighbor to the robot, or a detected edge of the bounded
environment, will create a Voronoi cell boundary, which eliminates that portion of the centroid calculation region. The remaining estimated Voronoi cell is what is used to calculate
the centroid, as basically a potential-weighted average. The second purpose of this APF is
used for part of the robot motion model. The distance between the robot to the centroid
is applied to this APF to get the potential used to determine the force that a robot should
move towards its calculated centroid.

Figure 3.15: The 3D representation of the centroid calculation QAPF.
More details on the usage of these forces in the robot movement implementation can be
found in Section 3.4.

3.3

Theoretical vs. Actual Minimum Robot Density

One aspect of this thesis research attempts to determine the initial number of robots that
are needed in order to provide proper coverage when the robots settle out in the field before
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any targets enter the environment.
As noted in [15], if the number of robots is greater than n, there are at most 3n − 6
neighborhood relationships, so at most there are 6 Voronoi neighbors per robot. This was
demonstrated in the simulator using 24 robots within a 20m x 20m bounded field, for a
total environmental area of 400 square meters, where the greatest number of neighbors for
any robot within the field was experimentally found to be 6 (as in Figure 3.16).

Figure 3.16: Example of a case where there are enough bordering robots in the local neighborhood to create hexagonal regions when the robot movement has settled out.
Using a settled configuration of hexagonal areas (Figure 3.17) that the robots are responsible for, as seen in the cases where there are enough bordering robots in the local neighborhood (Figure 3.16), the theoretical area of each hexagon can be expressed
as Areahex =

√
3 3 2
t,
2

where t = edge length = radius of responsible region (the centroid

calculation region).
The determination of the number of robots needed to cover the field for the given range
of responsible regions can be found in Table 3.1. These theoretical values are valid for
the case where there are enough bordering robots in the local neighborhood where the
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Figure 3.17: Representation of Hexagon shape. Areahex =

√
3 3 2
t
2

configuration settles out into hexagonal estimated Voronoi cells. The last column of the
table shows the calculated total number of robots needed (based on the calculation for the
area of the hexagon) to cover the entire field.
t
5m
4m
3m
2m

Areahex
64.95m2
41.57m2
23.38m2
10.39m2

RobotsForCoverage
7
10
18
39

Table 3.1: Minimum number of robots to cover the field with hexagonal settling.
For the scenarios where the settled configuration for the regions that the robots are
responsible for become square areas (as in Figure 3.18), which is seen particularly in the
cases where there aren’t as many surrounding robots for the local neighborhood or along the
outside edges of the entire region, Table 3.2 shows the theoretical number of robots using
a square-shaped responsible region versus the actual results for the minimum number of
robots to cover the field. In order to get to the number of robots to cover the entire field, the
√
edge of the square region is t ∗ 2 (shown in Figure 3.19), and the area of the square found
to be Areasquare = 2t2 . The number of robots needed for coverage was found by dividing
this area of the square into the total area of the entire field (the number was rounded up to
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get a whole number of robots).

Figure 3.18: Example of a case of square responsible regions when the robot movement
has settled out.
t
5m
4m
3m
2m

Areasquare
49.98m2
32.04m2
17.98m2
8.01m2

RobotsForCoverage
9
13
23
50

Table 3.2: Minimum number of robots to cover the field with square settling. Number of
robots found by dividing area of the square into the total area of the bounded field.
Just for comparison, a different method of getting the total number of robots was also
found. The determination was done based on this square settling pattern, but instead of
dividing the area of the square into the total field area directly, the number of robots needed
to cover the edge of the square field was found first, and then that rounded number was
squared to get the total number of robots needed to cover the field. These are found in
Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.19: Representation of Square shape. Areasquare = 2t2

t
5m
4m
3m
2m

√
t∗ 2
7.07m
5.66m
4.24m
2.83m

RobotsForEdge
3
4
5
8

RobotsForCoverage
9
16
25
64

Table 3.3: Minimum number of robots to cover the field with square settling. Number
of robots for coverage determined by finding the number of robots to cover an edge, and
squaring that value.
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A comparable calculation was done for the hexagonal settling. The distance between
the midpoint of two parallel edges of the hexagon was used to determine how many robots
√
would be needed to cover an edge of the field ( 3t, see Figure 3.20). The results can be
seen in Table 3.4.

Figure 3.20: Representation of Hexagon
√ shape showing the distance between the midpoint
of two parallel edges of the hexagon ( 3t).

t
5m
4m
3m
2m

√

3t
8.66m
6.93m
5.20m
3.46m

RobotsForEdge
3
3
4
6

RobotsForCoverage
9
9
16
36

Table 3.4: Minimum number of robots to cover the field with hexagonal settling. Number of
robots for coverage determined by finding the number of robots to cover an edge (using the
distance between the midpoints of two of the parallel edges of the hexagon), and squaring
that value.
The actual number of robots was determined with the simulator and increasing the
number of robots available to settle out for field coverage until a minimum number was
reached which allowed the coverage to settle at 100%, recorded in Table 3.5.
These actual numbers were plotted against the theoretical numbers which were determined earlier in Figure 3.21. Surprisingly, the actual number of minimum robots needed to
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t
5m
4m
3m
2m

ActualRobotsForCoverage
9
14
24
55

Table 3.5: Actual minimum number of robots needed to cover the field at 100% coverage.
cover the area is found to be between the number found using the square area and the number found using the square edge method. Although the expected number with settling was
that the minimum number would be closer to the theoretical numbers found using hexagonal settling, it does make sense that since each estimated Voronoi cell does not have an
exact hexagonal outline, the area covered by that robot will not be as large as that which a
real hexagon would provide. From these results, it seems that the initial number of robots
selected to cover the field (at least for this 20m x 20m case) should be set close to the case
where we’re using the square edge to determine the number of robots needed.

Figure 3.21: Theoretical versus actual minimum number of robots needed to provide 100%
field coverage when the robots reach a settled state (before targets enter the field).
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3.4

Simulator Architecture and Implementation Details

The simulator was created using Matlab (7.4.0, R2007a). The simulator consists of three
major modules:
1. Field
2. MoveRobots
3. MoveTargets

3.4.1

Field module

The Field module is responsible for creating the bounded environment and tracking each
of the robots and targets within the field. The number of robots, targets, and the ratio α
are passed into the Field module from an external script which logs the results of each run.
The results for both target tracking performance for each target and the percent time that the
field coverage was greater than the minimum desired coverage are returned from Field to
this external script. Field was set up for the simulations to run 100 time steps (where each
time step is 0.1 min, or 6 seconds). The start time for when targets may enter the bounded
environment is configurable (but is defaulted to after 20 time steps to allow enough time
for the robots to reach their settled configurations for field coverage).
The random seed is also set in this module to initialize the random start locations of
all of the robots and targets involved. With each time step, Field calls into MoveRobots to
determine the potentials and calculate the system of forces used to find the displacement
for the next robot locations, and also calls into MoveTargets to determine (based on the
motion model) where the next location for the targets are to be.
Field is responsible for creating the visualizations of the robot estimated Voronoi regions, marking the robot’s current location and the location of the corresponding centroids,
based on the results returned by MoveRobots. This module also plots the targets based on
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the locations returned by MoveTargets (as shown in Figure 3.22. The performance metrics
are also calculated and maintained by Field.

Figure 3.22: The Regional Target Surveillance simulator visualization.

3.4.2

MoveRobots module

The robot to centroid APFs are represented in the simulator as a matrix with a granularity
of 0.1m. Anything outside of the centroid calculation region is zeroed out. Neighboring
robots and edges of the field within the full sensing range radius are found, and any part of
this region which is closer to the neighboring robot is also zeroed out. Using this resulting
estimated Voronoi cell, the potential-weighted centroid is calculated based on the original
APF value.
The MoveRobots module maintains the force calculations for the corresponding potential fields so that they do not need to be calculated each time. The distance between the
robot and its centroid is plugged into the centroidal force equation. Since the assumption
is made that the mass of the robot is 1kg, the value of the force is then used to directly
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calculate the displacement (displacement = F ∗ (δt)2 ) towards the centroid. Similarly,
when the closest target within the target tracking region is found for the robot, the distance
between the robots and its closest robot is plugged into the force determined by the robot
to target potential to find the force used to calculate the displacement towards the target.
The x and y components of the displacement are determined using the angle of the robot
to the target. The angle is found using the following:
θtarget = atan2(targetY − robotY, targetX − robotX)
displacementX = displacement ∗ cos θtarget
displacementY = displacement ∗ sin θtarget
The angle from the robot to the centroid is found in a similar manner, but replacing
the target X and Y locations with that of the centroid. These displacements are added onto
the current X and Y locations of the robot to determine the new location. This location
is checked against valid values (within the environmental boundaries established in Field).
The new location is returned to the Field module for plotting and performance measurements.

3.4.3

MoveTargets module

The MoveTargets module can be configured for either the random direction mobility model
or the random movement mobility model. If the random movement mobility model is being
used and the amount of time that the target is to travel in its current direction has passed, a
new random direction is assigned to that target. The new location for the target, for either
of the mobility models, is then calculated based on the target displacement for the time step
(found by multiplying the target velocity by the time step):
targetXnew = targetX + displacementtarget ∗ cos θtargetnew
targetYnew = targetY + displacementtarget ∗ sin θtargetnew
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This new target location is checked against the borders of the region. If a out-of-bounds
case is found, a new random θtargetnew towards the direction into the environmental field is
established and a new target location recalculated. The new target location, target direction,
and amount of time remaining for the random movement case is passed back to the Field
module for target plotting and for performance measurements.
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Chapter 4
Simulation Results and Discussion
4.1

Metrics

The original problem statement for regional target surveillance using APFs identifies two
goals, first to maximize the coverage of the field, and second to provide good tracking
of the targets. To translate these goals to measurable metrics, the idea of ”maximizing
coverage” is interpreted as the collective robot responsible region covering at least 90% of
the bounded environmental field. The coverage provided by the estimated Voronoi cells
are used in this metric. An example of the initial robot placement (for 9 robots) within a
20.0m x 20.0m field, resulting in a field coverage value of just short of 74% is shown in
Figure 4.1. With the robots settled out, the field coverage value reaches 100%, as captured
in Figure 4.2.
”Good tracking” is interpreted as the robot to target distance being under a desired
distance. For this experimental setup, this desired distance has been set as 3m. For each
target (since a range of targets between 1 and 9 are tested in the simulations), the percent
time that a robot is tracking it within this desired distance is recorded. Figure 4.3 shows
an example of a robot to target distance in the simulator that sufficiently below the desired
distance requirement of 3m.
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Goal
Metric
Maximize coverage Coverage ≥ 90% of field
Good tracking
Robot to target distance ≤ 3m
Table 4.1: Metrics to gauge the Regional Target Surveillance algorithm performance.

Figure 4.1: Example of an initial robot placement of 9 robots within the 20m x 20m field,
resulting in just below 74% field coverage.
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Figure 4.2: Example of the settled state for 9 robots within the 20m x 20m field before
targets enter the field, resulting in 100% field coverage.

Figure 4.3: Example of robot to target distance within the desired distance of 3m. The
black circle around the target’s location points out that distance to the target from robot 3
meets this criteria.
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4.2

Experiment Setups

The simulation for the collaborative robots was created in Matlab (7.4.0, R2007a), to include a field of interest within which a specified number of robots are tasked with tracking
the randomly appearing targets.

4.2.1

Bounded Environment Parameters

The default bounded environment is set up as a 20.0m x 20.0m field, with a granularity in
Matlab of 0.1m. The time interval in the simulation is 0.1 minute, or 6 seconds.
Parameter
Bounded environment
Granularity
Time step

Value
20.0m x 20.0m
0.1m
0.1min (6 sec)

Table 4.2: Bounded environment parameters.

4.2.2

Robot Parameters

The robots are randomly placed in the field initially and are given 20 time steps (out of
100) to settle out before the targets enter the bounded environment. The default case for
the robots is for a full sensing range of 10.0m. The centroid calculation region is 5.0m (50%
of the full sensing range). The robot tracking region is represented with α (labeled alpha
in the plots), and is the ratio of the target tracking region to the centroid calculation region.
With the centroid calculation region is fixed at 5m for the default cases, for α = 1.0, the
target tracking region is 5m, at α = 1.5, the target tracking region is 7.5m, and at α = 2.0,
the target tracking region is 10.0m (the same as the full sensing range).
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Parameter
Time to settle
Total time steps
Default full sensing range
Default centroid calc region

Value
20 time steps
100 time steps
10.0m
5.0m

Table 4.3: Robot parameters.

4.2.3

Target Parameters

Targets appear after these 20 time steps and are also placed randomly throughout the field.
The targets are given an initial random direction (and for the testing done for random movement mobility model comparison, are initialized with a random number of steps before
again changing the direction). Targets remain within the region for the extent of each run.
The simulations are run primarily with the random direction mobility model. The targets
also do not have collision avoidance (collision avoidance must be applied by the surveilling
robot itself). Each target moves at a velocity of 5m/min (0.0833m/sec). In the simulator
visualizations, the targets are represented as squares.
Parameter
Enter field
Target velocity
Number of targets

Value
At 20 time steps
5m/min (0.0833m/sec)
1 to 9

Table 4.4: Target parameters.

4.2.4

Experiment List

The following experiments were set up using this simulation environment to answer specific questions about how the algorithm performs from two perspectives, the integrated algorithm with varying parameters and also in comparison with the individual forces which
are targeted for the specific tracking or coverage tasks:
1. Integrated regional target surveillance algorithm with combined centroid force and
robot to target tracking force.
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(a) Varying α (ratio of target tracking region to centroid calculation region).
(b) Varying the target motion model (random direction versus random movement).
(c) Varying the size of the field while maintaining the robot density.
(d) Comparing configurations where there is a smaller number of more capable
robots (with larger sensing range) to more robots that are less capable (with
smaller sensing range).
2. Individual components (forces) in comparison with the integrated regional target
surveillance algorithm.
(a) Removing the force to the centroid in comparison with the integrated algorithm
(robot to target force only).
(b) Removing the robot to target force in comparison with the integrated algorithm
(centroid force only).

4.3

General Expectations of Results

Before running the simulation results, two expectations were formed. As the ratio of the
target tracking region to the centroid calculation region is increased, the percent of time
that the robot to target distance is under the desired distance should increase because the
robots can detect targets up to a larger distance. In other words, the target tracking performance should improve with a larger target tracking region. Also, the field coverage should
decrease correspondingly since robots are more influenced by the target tracking forces
than the centroid forces (field coverage performance is expected to decline with the higher
α ratios).
When varying the number of robots, it is expected that the greater the number of robots
available, the better the field coverage is and the better the target tracking will become,
since more robots can cooperatively spread across the field and fill in for unsurveilled areas.
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Also, more robots will be available to help track targets (and thus be available in handoff
situations).
The expectation is also that the Regional Target Surveillance algorithm should be very
scalable when the same density of robots is used in varying field sizes and should result in
similar target tracking and field coverage performance.

4.4
4.4.1

Simulation Results
Varying α

The first two diagrams (Figures 4.4 and 4.5) below show the effect of varying alpha, with
the field size fixed at 20.0m x 20.0m with a fixed number of 9 robots in the field. The ratios
tested included α = 1.0 (5.0m), α = 1.2 (6.0m), α = 1.5 (7.5m), and α = 2.0 (10.0m).
α
1.0
1.2
1.5
2.0

Target tracking region radius
5.0m
6.0m
7.5m
10.0m

Table 4.5: Varying α parameters.
Although the results between all four α configurations are quite close (with all generally
following the same trend), the general trend is that for 2 to 7 targets, the case of α = 2.0
provided the best target tracking performance, especially compared to the α = 1.0 case.
At 1 target, all four configurations have excellent performance at close to 99%. However,
on the far end, the opposite was true. The α = 1.0 and α = 1.2 cases provided the best
target tracking when there were 9 targets (basically reaching the 1:1 robot to target ratio).
This can probably be attributed to the robots remaining more spread out across the field and
are able to transition between handoffs to take responsibility for the targets more readily
than the α = 1.5 and α = 2.0 cases. The results being so close with the level of variance,
however, indicate that the algorithm is robust to the choice of alpha for the tracking goal.
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The standard deviation for these results can be found in Table 4.6.

Figure 4.4: Percent time that the robot to target distance is under the desired distance of 3m
across different numbers of targets with 9 robots when varying alpha to 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, and
2.0. The field size is 20.0m x 20.0m, with 9 robots in the field.

α
1.0
1.2
1.5
2.0

1
0.0162
0.0123
0.0147
0.0123

Standard Deviation
Number of Targets
3
5
7
0.0910 0.1058 0.1146
0.0740 0.0972 0.1422
0.0682 0.0876 0.1115
0.0797 0.0811 0.1261

9
0.1095
0.0959
0.1124
0.1482

Table 4.6: Standard deviation for varying α parameters tracking performance results.
Figure 4.5, with standard deviation found in Table 4.7, illustrates the average percent
field coverage over the runs is at least 90%. With the varying α of 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, and 2.0,
the field coverage is shown to be the best with any number of targets at α = 1.0 with the
percent time that the field is covered never dropping below 95%. With α = 1.0, as the
targets travel across each robot’s responsible field, the robots are less likely to pursue the
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Figure 4.5: Percent time that field coverage is at least 90% covered for different numbers
of targets with 9 robots when varying alpha to 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, and 2.0. The field size is 20.0m
x 20.0m, with 9 robots in the field.

α
1.0
1.2
1.5
2.0

1
0.0000
0.0000
0.1966
0.2208

Standard Deviation
Number of Targets
3
5
7
0.0000 0.0361 0.1314
0.1356 0.1885 0.1803
0.2009 0.1955 0.1801
0.1024 0.1626 0.2223

9
0.0390
0.1861
0.1740
0.2164

Table 4.7: Standard deviation for varying α parameters coverage performance results.
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target because the total responsible region is the smallest, and the attracting force to the
targets is not as strong at the outer edges of the target tracking region compared with other
configurations (stronger forces with the larger regions causes the robots to pursue targets
at further distances). This explains the reduced field coverage as α increases because the
robots have a greater tendency to follow targets rather than return to the centroid locations.
As the number of targets approach 9 (with a system of 9 robots), the percent field coverage
for all of the α configurations starts to improve as the robots become more distributed to
track greater number of randomly moving targets across the field.
With the current design of the robot to target QAPF, the α of 1.5 and 2.0 had very
poor field coverage because of the overpowering robot to target forces which prevented the
robots with these configurations to pull away from the targets and continue to more effectly
apply their centroid forces. For these two configurations, for 3 targets, the percent time that
the field was at least 90% covered dropped below 40%, whereas the α = 1.2 case was able
to maintain greater than 80% performance across all of the target numbers ranging from 1
to 9.
Figure 4.6 captures the issue with having a resulting larger robot to target force that
overpower the robot to centroid force. As can be seen in the simulation capture, all of
the robots basically latch on to the single target without utilizing the concept of the implicit handoff between robots, and instead the robots collect together around the target.
It is interesting to note that even with this scenario, the robots do not collide into each
other, demonstrating the robot to centroid force successfully providing collision avoidance
between neighboring robots.
While it is not as effective at field coverage as the α = 1.0 case, the α = 1.2 case is
clearly better than the other two larger ratio performances, and since in the target tracking
performance results did show about 5% improvement over the α = 1.0 case, the α = 1.2
configuration was selected as the best setup for the remaining experiments in parameter
variation. Target tracking is the primary goal in this Regional Target Surveillance algorithm, so the 5% improvement is a notable enough tradeoff to the environmental coverage
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Figure 4.6: Regional Target Surveillance with α = 2.0, 9 robots, and 1 target.
performance to support using α = 1.2. Figure 4.7 captures the Regional Target Surveillance for this α = 1.2 case. As can be seen in the simulation capture, the robots are able
to maintain field coverage while providing the capability to track targets within the desired
distance.

4.4.2

Varying the Target Motion Model

Negligible differences were found in the results between the random direction and random
movement mobility models for the target motion. The resulting percent time target tracked
and percent time field covered for the α configuration of 1.2 for the targets with random
movement behavior followed the trends seen in the case for the α = 1.2 with the target
motion model of random direction. This indicates that the Regional Target Surveillance
algorithm performance is not specific to only one type of target motion model and is robust
to movement patterns.
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Figure 4.7: Regional Target Surveillance with α = 1.2, 9 robots, and 1 target.

Figure 4.8: Tracking results for target motion model of random movement versus random
direction with α = 1.2.
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Standard Deviation
Number of Targets
Movement Model
1
3
5
7
Random Movement 0.0262 0.0924 0.1171 0.1120
Random Direction
0.0123 0.0740 0.0972 0.1422

9
0.1298
0.0959

Table 4.8: Standard deviation for random movement versus random direction tracking performance results.

Figure 4.9: Coverage results for target motion model of random movement versus random
direction with α = 1.2.

Standard Deviation
Number of Targets
Movement Model
1
3
5
7
Random Movement 0.0000 0.0591 0.1812 0.1389
Random Direction
0.0000 0.1356 0.1885 0.1803

9
0.1454
0.1861

Table 4.9: Standard deviation for random movement versus random direction coverage
performance results.
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4.4.3

Varying Field Size, Maintaining Robot Density

To test scalability, the field size of the bounded environment was increased while maintaining a similar robot density. The smallest field used was the default of 20.0m x 20.0m with
9 robots surveilling the area. With this configuration, each of the 9 robots is estimated to
cover about 44.4 square meters. In addition to this configuration, 16 robots and 25 robots
were also selected to run. For 16 robots, the field size of 26.7m x 26.7m, and for 25 robots,
the field size of 33.3m x 33.3m were determined to be close comparisons to the robot density of the default case (at 44.6 square meters for each of the 16 robots and 44.4 square
meters for each of the 25 robots).
Number of robots
9
16
25

Field Size
20.0m x 20.0m
26.7m x 26.7m
33.3m x 33.3m

Table 4.10: Varying field size, maintaining robot density parameters.
The result for the percent time target tracked shows that as the number of robots increases, at least for the number of targets run of 1 through 9 targets, the target tracking
performance actually improves. Since there are many more robots available in the 16 robot
and 25 robot cases and since for each of these test cases the field is much larger, it is possible that more robots are able to surveil each of the targets simultaneously and thus provide
better handoff opportunities, particularly with the larger number of targets in the field. It is
interesting that the trend seems to follow the ratio of robots to targets. For example, Figure 4.10 (and Table 4.11 also shows the actual numbers for), show that for ratio of robot to
target of close to 3 to 1, each case had a similar result of about 92% of the time that a robot
was tracking the target to within a 3m distance (at 3 targets for 9 robots, 5 targets for 16
robots, and 9 targets for 25 robots). Similarly, at the robot to target radio of 2 to 1 (at least
for the 9 robot and 16 robot case since only 1 to 9 target configurations were simulated), the
percent time target tracked was around 85% for both. The results are promising in that this
trend hints that for larger field sizes that are able to maintain the robot density, the regional
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tracking surveillance algorithm should be able to support a similar ratio of robots to targets
with a close comparion to the target tracking performance as was seen with the 20.0m x
20.0m case with 9 robots.
targets
9 robots,20mX20m
16 robots,26.7mX26.7m
25 robots,33.3mX33.3m

1
0.987
0.9862
0.99

3
0.9256
0.9564
0.9634

5
0.8492
0.9214
0.9438

7
0.7854
0.8556
0.9374

9
0.755
0.8258
0.916

Table 4.11: Percent time target tracked under 3m across different numbers of targets and
varying the field size (but maintaining the same density of robots with α = 1.2.

Figure 4.10: Percent time that the robot to target distance is under the desired distance of
3m across different numbers of targets and varying the field size but maintaining the same
density of robots. α = 1.2.
The plot for the field coverage results for varying the field size but maintaining the same
robot density seems to show a very similar trend that was seen in the target tracking results.
Comparable percentages can be seen at the same ratios as before. For example, with 3
targets for 9 robots, with 5 targets for 16 robots, and for 9 targets for the 25 robot case, the
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Standard Deviation
Number of Targets
Num Robots, Field Size(m x m)
1
3
5
7
9, 20.0x20.0
0.0123 0.0740 0.0972 0.1422
16, 26.7x26.7
0.0143 0.0591 0.0737 0.1001
25, 33.3x33.3
0.0154 0.0420 0.0590 0.0608

9
0.0959
0.1249
0.0721

Table 4.12: Standard deviation for varying field size, maintaining same density of robots
tracking performance results.
field coverage was recorded at about 91%. With these results, it appears that the Regional
Target Surveillance is very scalable to larger field sizes.

Figure 4.11: Percent time that field coverage is at least 90% covered for different numbers
of targets and varying the field size but maintaining the same density of robots. α = 1.2.

4.4.4

Varying Number of Robots with Minimum Sensing Range

The effect of varying the number of robots in the same sized bounded environment was
examined in this experiment. For the number of robots selected, the sensing range for the
robots were adjusted to a minimum whole-number sensing range required to properly cover
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Standard Deviation
Number of Targets
Num Robots, Field Size(m x m)
1
3
5
7
9, 20.0x20.0
0.0000 0.1356 0.1885 0.1803
16, 26.7x26.7
0.0000 0.0165 0.1297 0.1680
25, 33.3x33.3
0.0000 0.0000 0.0212 0.0522

9
0.1861
0.1844
0.1417

Table 4.13: Standard deviation for varying field size, maintaining same density of robots
coverage performance results.
the field when the robots have settled out to their centroid locations. The number of robots
to compare with the default 9 robot, 10.0m full sensing range case (where the centroid
calculation region radius is 5.0m) were set to 5 robots with a 13.0m full sensing range
(with a centroid calculation region of 6.5m) and 14 robots, with a 8.0m full sensing range
(with a centroid calculation region of 4.0m). The ratio of target tracking range to centroid
calculation region for each of these cases was set to α = 1.2, as was found in Section 4.4.1
to provide the best configuration for a good tradeoff between coverage and tracking.
Number of robots
5
9
14

Full sensing range
13.0m
10.0m
8.0m

Table 4.14: Varying number of robots with minimum sensing range parameters.
The results for the percent time target tracked in Figure 4.12 show that the configuration with 14 robots, even with a smaller sensing range for each robot, has better tracking
performance than for the 9 robots and 5 robots cases with larger sensing ranges. The least
number of robots (5 robots) had a significantly reduced tracking capability.
With this 5 robot case, even with the robots settled out before any targets enter the field,
the distance between each robot and the points furthest out in their responsible regions
is 30% larger than the 9 robot case and 62.5% larger than the 14 robot case. A visual
representation of the collective estimated Voronoi cells for the robots in each of these cases
is shown in Figure 4.13. When targets are detected at these farther points, it will take a
longer time for these robots to travel to those locations. This corresponds with the results
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Figure 4.12: Percent time that the robot to target distance is under the desired distance of
3m for α = 1.2 and with different numbers of targets and varying the number of robots with
corresponding minimum sensing range. The field size is 20.0m x 20.0m, with α = 1.2.

Standard Deviation
Number of Targets
Num Robots, Sensing Range (m)
1
3
5
7
9
5, 13.0
0.1218 0.1105 0.1328 0.1466 0.1455
9, 10.0
0.0123 0.0740 0.0972 0.1422 0.0959
14, 8.0
0.0039 0.0157 0.0453 0.0839 0.1030
Table 4.15: Standard deviation for varying number of robots with minimum sensing range
tracking performance results.
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that show a poorer target tracking performance across all the number of targets tested for
5 robots. On the other hand, with 14 robots, since all of the robots are closer to even
the furthest points in the responsible regions, it will take less time for the robots to reach
the targets that travel across the field. The trend of target tracking performance gradually
reducing as more targets are introduced matches across each of the three configurations.

Figure 4.13: Settled configuration, from left to right, for 5 robots with 13.0m full sensing
range, 9 robots with 10.0m full sensing range, and 14 robots with 8.0m full sensing range.
The distance of a robot to the furthest point in the responsible region for the 5 robot configuration is 30% larger than that of the 9 robot configuration and 62.5% larger than for the
14 robot configuration.
The results for the field coverage in Figure 4.14 show that with 5 or less targets, the
14 robot configuration performs the best, followed by the 9 robot configuration, and then
with the 5 robot configuration performing the worst (although even at its worst case with 3
targets, the 5 robot configuration performs at about 70%). With these scenarios with fewer
targets, with 5 robots, as each robot is affected by the robot to target forces, there are fewer
remaining robots to fill in for the abandoned surveillance areas, causing less overall field
coverage. With the 14 robots, there are more neighboring robots that can substitute in for
the robots that are actively surveilling a target that has entered its responsible region. However, with the number of targets increasing to 7 or 9, the results show that the 5 robot system
becomes the best performer while the the 14 robot system drops to the lowest percent time
that the field is covered.
The captures from the simulator visualizations in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 tell the
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Figure 4.14: Percent time that field coverage is at least 90% covered for α = 1.2 and
with different numbers of targets and varying the number of robots with corresponding
minimum sensing range. The field size is 20.0m x 20.0m, with α = 1.2.

Standard Deviation
Number of Targets
Num Robots, Sensing Range (m)
1
3
5
7
9
5, 13.0
0.1247 0.1881 0.1721 0.1317 0.1053
9, 10.0
0.0000 0.1356 0.1885 0.1803 0.1861
14, 8.0
0.0000 0.0197 0.1505 0.1629 0.1751
Table 4.16: Standard deviation for varying number of robots with minimum sensing range
coverage performance results.
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story for these test cases. With 5 robots and 9 targets, the average number of targets within
each robot’s responsible region at any given time is almost 2, and with the randomly moving targets, the robots are able to transition the robot to target force between the two (for
the Regional Target Surveillance algorithm, the target closest to the robot is used to determine the distance and direction of the robot to target force). With the targets randomly
moving across the field and generally maintaining an even distribution within the bounded
environment, this allows the 5 robots to also maintain an even distribution (with good field
coverage) across the field.

Figure 4.15: Regional Target Surveillance with 5 robots with 13.0m full sensing range
surveilling 9 robots.
The case of 14 robots (shown in Figure 4.16) differs in behavior since the robots actually
outnumbers the 9 targets, so the robots act cooperatively in surveilling each target (basically
also supporting the setup of handoff scenarios). With more than one robot pursuing a target,
this abandons some of the areas of the surveillance environment, corresponding to the drop
in the overall field coverage measurement. The expectation would be that if a similar ratio
of targets to robots (of almost 2 targets for each robot) for the 14 robot system, a similar
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performance for field coverage would be achieved.

Figure 4.16: Regional Target Surveillance with 14 robots with 8.0m full sensing range.

4.4.5

Individual Forces vs Integrated Regional Target Surveillance

A comparison of the integrated Regional Target Surveillance algorithm was compared with
the individual forces of the target tracking and the field coverage for:
1. Centroid force only (no robot to target force)
2. Robot to target force only (no centroid force)
When the force to the centroid was removed (leaving only the robot to target force,
basically only performing target tracking without any coverage), the target surveillance
capability was found to be very good for smaller numbers of targets (1 or 2 targets) because
the only force affecting the robots is the robot to target force. However, for larger numbers
of targets, even starting at 3 or higher, the performance drops significantly because some of
the targets cannot be tracked while the robots are ignoring the coverage aspect. Figure 4.17
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shows that as the number of targets approaches 9, the robots are already surveilling other
targets from when they first appeared randomly in the simulator field. Once these robots
are already tracking a target, there is no force pulling the robot away from this target (and
back to the centroid of its estimated Voronoi cell to provide an opportunity to track more
targets).

Figure 4.17: Percent time that the robot to target distance is under the desired distance of
3m for α = 1.2 and with different numbers of targets with 9 robots. This compares the
results of the individual forces (robot to target force only, robot to centroid force only) to
the integrated Regional Target Surveillance. The field size is 20.0m x 20.0m, with 9 robots
in the field.
For these cases of larger numbers of targets without considering a force to the centroid,
the coverage performance is very poor. In fact, the coverage nearly never reaches the
desired 90% or higher field coverage, as seen in Figure 4.19 with the data series at 0%
time the field is covered at 90% or higher. The interesting observation is that the results
for both the target tracking and the field coverage, the configuration with no centroid force
performs much worse than the inclusion of the robot to centroid force in the integrated
Regional Target Surveillance algorithm. This indicates that the combination of the forces
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Standard Deviation
Number of Targets
Configuration
1
3
5
7
No centroid force
0.0511 0.1989 0.2198 0.2220
No target force
0.0748 0.0830 0.0843 0.1058
Integrated algorithm 0.0123 0.0740 0.0972 0.1422

9
0.2276
0.1191
0.0959

Table 4.17: Standard deviation for individual components versus integrated Regional Target
Surveillance tracking performance results.
can actually increase the target tracking performance despite the fact that the robot to target
force is the component that is specifically dedicated for the target tracking goal.
One other thing to note is that the centroidal force provides the collision avoidance
needed between robots. Figure 4.18 captures this from the simulator visualization, where
9 robots were setup for surveillance of 1 target. Without the centroidal force, as the target
moves across the field and into the target tracking region of the robots, each robot is pulled
in toward the target without accounting for collision avoidance with other robots, which in
the physical world would result in a defunct system.
In the case where the force to the target was removed (leaving only the robot to centroid
force, basically only performing coverage of the environment without any target tracking),
the results show that the field coverage is always at 90% or higher since the target tracking
is basically not taken into account (see the line at 100% in Figure 4.19). The target tracking,
however, drops 30% compared to the integrated Regional Target Surveillance algorithm for
the smaller number of targets (closer to 1 target), and still down 20% for the scenarios with
number of targets approaching 9 (shown in Figure 4.17).
Standard Deviation
Number of Targets
Configuration
1
3
5
7
No centroid force
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0203
No target force
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Integrated algorithm 0.0000 0.1356 0.1885 0.1803

9
0.0142
0.0000
0.1861

Table 4.18: Standard deviation for individual components versus integrated Regional Target
Surveillance coverage performance results.
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Figure 4.18: No robot to centroid force (target tracking component only is accounted for).
Setup with 9 robots, 1 target. 8 of the 9 robots are trailing the target, without taking into
account the need for collision avoidance between the neighboring robots.
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Figure 4.19: Percent time that field coverage is at least 90% covered for α = 1.2 and
with different numbers of targets with 9 robots. This compares the results of the individual
forces (robot to target force only, robot to centroid force only) to the integrated Regional
Target Surveillance. The field size is 20.0m x 20.0m, with 9 robots in the field.
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Since the primary goal for the Regional Target Surveillance algorithm is to have the
robots surveilling the targets within a distance smaller than even that of the centroid calculation region radius, maintaining 100% coverage at all times without a force pulling the
robot towards the target is not acceptable. While the randomly moving targets are indeed
within the target tracking region of the robot, it could be possible that certain details about
the target cannot be captured unless the target is traveling at a close enough distance to the
robot. Therefore, the combined forces making up the integrated Regional Target Surveillance algorithm proves to be a more successful system than these individual components.

4.5

Complexity Analysis

The Regional Target Surveillance algorithm has two specific advantages over the Pimenta
[18] work. First, Regional Target Surveillance robots do not need to have to have localization capabilities, whereas with the Pimenta Simultaneous Coverage and Tracking (SCAT)
algorithm, the robots are expected to have knowledge of where their Voronoi cells are with
respect to the full bounded environment so that the density function can be applied correctly. Second, the SCAT robots are also aware of the locations of all of the other robots
and targets within the field. The Regional Target Surveillance robots, on the other hand,
can properly track targets and cover the field with only local awareness.
A complexity analysis comparing the SCAT algorithm and the Regional Target Surveillance algorithm was done with results as follows.
Components of SCAT (with overall complexity of O(n2 )):
1. Computations with Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations - minimization of a cost function:
Z
min H(P) = min
P

P

min f (d(q, pi ))φ(q) dq
Q

i

where pi are the locations of each of the mobile sensing agents (in the set of P), q are
all points in the bounded environment Q, d is a function that measures the distances
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between q ∈ Q and the sensor positions pi ∈ Q, the function φ is a distribution
density function defining the weight for each point in Q, and the function f that
measures the degradation of sensing performance with distance.
If the field is a 2-dimensional bounded environment (n-by-n points in the field), computations over all the points of the field takes O(n2 ) time for each sensor position in
the entire field Q.
2. Tracking moving targets: O(n) time for composing radial basis functions which represent each intruder and the importance of tracking each intruder, where n increases
with an increasing number of intruders.
Components of Regional Target Surveillance (with overall complexity of O(n2 )):
1. Computation of Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations - within a robot’s full sensing range:
O(n2 ) time for determination of Voronoi cell at each robot, where n increases as the
full sensing range of the robot increases.
2. Tracking moving targets: O(n) time to determine the closest target and find the
induced force on the robot towards that target, where n increases with an increasing
number of intruders.
The results above show that the SCAT algorithm and the Regional Target Surveillance
algorithm both have a comparable complexity at O(n2 ). With the application of the distribution density function, the SCAT algorithm does have the capability to concentrate the
mobile sensing agents to areas of the field that are deemed to be of greater importance.
However, this does require each robot to be aware of its location with respect to the entire
field. Even if this density function were not applied, the robots of the SCAT system are
assumed to have an awareness of all of the other robots and targets within the field. The
Regional Target Surveillance algorithm does not make assumptions of this global awareness capability, so each robot only needs a subset of the information about the field and
its occupants (neighboring robots and targets) in order to make the determination of its
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Voronoi region for centroid calculation, so at least from the perspective of the field coverage capability, the Regional Target Surveillance algorithm will involve less computation
than for the SCAT algorithm.
For target tracking, the SCAT algorithm is able to take into account the influence of all
of the targets on the robot but applies a separate radial basis function, placed at the location
of each intruder position, so all the targets in the entire field will have an effect on the
robot’s motion. In the Regional Target Surveillance simulations, one of the metrics is a
desired distance between a robot and target. The SCAT method of tracking the targets may
not be able to accomplish tracking within this desired distance if there are multiple targets
that cause a balance of weight values representing the importance of the different regions
in the field. However, when simulating with a single target, the SCAT algorithm and the
Regional Target Surveillance algorithm will have a very similar performance for robot to
target distance.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
The benefit of using the combination with proper balance between the centroid force versus
the target attraction force is that each of the robots only needs local awareness to make
decisions on the overall robot movement. This Regional Target Surveillance algorithm will
work with greater hardware limitations than the Pimenta[18] SCAT system to handle a
similar environment in that for the new algorithm presented in this thesis, each robot only
requires the knowledge of neighboring robots and targets that it can locally detect. The
Regional Target Surveillance also does not need to have localization capabilities (whereas
the SCAT algorithm does require this knowledge in order to determine the robot’s Voronoi
region location with respect to the entire environment in order to apply the distribution
density function properly).
The experimental results also illustrate that for the Regional Target Surveillance algorithm, using a combination of the robot to target force and the robot to centroid force
performs better for both target tracking and environment coverage than with only the individual forces. The results also demonstrated that the concept of quadratic artificial potential
fields, while used in Mehendale’s work [13] for robot formations and multi-threat containment, may also be applied successfully in the target surveillance domain.
The contributions provided with the development of this overall Regional Target Surveillance algorithm with cooperative robots using APFs include the following:
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1. An algorithm which may be applied to low-cost, low-intelligence robots that only requires the local awareness supplied by the robot’s sensors to accomplish both tracking and coverage.
2. The ability for robots to handoff target tracking responsibilities implicitly using the
concept of a target tracking region versus the centroid calculation region.
3. An analysis of the tradeoffs in performance resulting from adjustments made for
tracking and coverage goals.
The selection of α is impacted by the desired level of balance between target tracking and environmental coverage. However, some generalizations about the behavior of the
overall system of robots may be formed based on the experimental results with the APF design developed in the Regional Target Surveillance simulations and the metrics established
for tracking and coverage. As α increases to a ratio of 2.0, the results show increasingly
better target tracking, but very poor coverage performance. On the opposite end, with
α=1.0, the results captured excellent coverage but not as good target tracking performance.
In order to provide the proper tradeoff between good target tracking and good environmental coverage, an α value between 1.0 and 2.0 should be chosen, but closer to 1.0 to maintain
a higher level of coverage performance (meaning that the target tracking region should be
closer to the centroid calculation region radius than to the full sensing range radius). With
varying field size, the robot density in the field should be applied so that the estimated
ratio of robot to targets is at least 3 to 1, as shown in the results with this APF design to
provide greater than 90% desired target tracking and still maintain a high level of environmental coverage. Also, as the number of robots is increased, the full sensing range can be
reduced, or with the same sensing range, the ratio α should be reduced so that the target
tracking region is closer to the centroid calculation region since a greater number of robots
are available to monitor the same area.
Although the experimental results showed that the algorithm would continue to work
well while scaling the environment and the number of robots appropriately, further analysis
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including opening the environment boundaries to more realistic shapes will provide better
insight into the performance in the real world, since not all bounded environments will
be a square area. The regional target surveillance was designed to take advantage of the
simplicity of QAPFs to control the robot motion, but introducing other factors, including
tracking neighbors’ movements and predictions of target movements, may provide even
better coverage while handling environments using a smaller number of robots.
In this investigation, the target motion models used include random direction and random movement. Further simulations using target motion models where the targets appear
and disappear in the field randomly may uncover some limitations with the current algorithm. Since the simulations for this thesis research were designed to first allow the initially
randomly placed robots to reach a settled state (providing a high level of field coverage)
before the targets appear in the field, this allowed for more consistent measurement of target tracking performance. However, this did not account for the appearance of targets in
regions that were not under surveillance while all of the robots were occupied with the
existing targets.
One specific issue found during the simulations of the regional target surveillance algorithm involved the corners of the bounded field. In certain cases where the cooperative
robots are spreading out across the field to expand their responsible regions and provide
coverage of the environment, at corners of the field two robots may settle in a case where
the robots are already at their centroid locations without detecting that there is still an uncovered area. However, this issue is immediately alleviated when a disturbance to the field
occurs (targets entering the field, neighboring robots shifting and changing their estimated
Voronoi cells) which result in the robot’s own Voronoi cell readjusting and causing its centroid to shift. Further analysis may be done for these specific scenarios to determine how
the robot would be able to sense these gaps and apply these in addition to the centroid
calculation regions.
Future work should also include a stability analysis of the algorithm to ensure that it is
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not prone to singularities causing the entire system of robots to suddenly become incapacitated without the ability to recover to a successful tracking and coverage state. Monte Carlo
simulations should be run to provide a better understanding of these failure cases in a wider
set of experiments with random sampling. The stability of the system in a target surveillance environment is vital especially for the reason that the systems themselves will be
unmanned and would likely be fielded in environments with infrequent human interaction
for servicing the robots.
Finally, testing this algorithm with actual physical robots may uncover some factors of
robot movement that were not accounted for. Since the time it takes to sense an object
and for the robot to change direction wasn’t taken into account, it may be likely that the
performance results for the target tracking metric would be impacted negatively in the real
robot scenario. However, this algorithm provides a starting point to implement the capability to do both tracking and coverage without requiring explicit communication between
the robots. Adjustments to the APFs for the robot to centroid and the robot to targets to
accommodate for these physical limitations of the robots can be made so that the desire
target tracking distance will be accomplished.
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